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I. tm PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
the purpose of this study was to determine whether 
differences exist (1) in the amount of time spent view-* 
ing television programs and (2) the type of program 
viewed by a selected group of sixth grade children from 
differing socio-economic classification*
Rslvteitatiohs
this problem was limited, to a selected group of 
normal sixth grade children who viewed television pro­
grams immediately after school until bedtime, for a 
period of ten days* these days Included only Sunday, 
Mondayt Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday*
Ho attempt was made to change the habits of 
listening or viewing as to the time spent viewing or 
the selection of programs viewed*
No person who did not have regular access to a 
television set within his home and had his choice of 
program was considered*
II. TM NEED FOR BfVm
television Is a means of communication* Its 
effect on viewers is unpredictable because of the
asocial ©tenge# interacting In. society an# 
effects of continuous development of T-V* Observations 
continue to bo recorded as studios an# research are com­
pleted. Perhaps ono of the most recent .interests 
affecting the studios of viewers Is the change of audl- 
©nee contribute# by the lower socio-economic levels#
The observations of Columbia Broadcasting System 
and Rutgers University were reported from a systematic 
study* their conclusions were that television is gain­
ing acceptance at' a rapid. ratef that its time-displacing 
effect upon leisure time activities is already signifi­
cant! that it is currently stimulating new interests $ 
that its diffusion pattern is quickly building a 
broad base in the lower socio-economic .levels*
On the teals of the evidence in this Study! She 
Columbia Broadcasting System reported that television 
is responsible for new family interests and widened 
circles of friends* Their prediction was that tele­
vision is destined to alter significantly the daily 
habits of Americans, and the future record will neces­
sitate considerable retrospective comment as to 
television1© impact on our culture <10* p* %)*
Therefore , there appears to be a need for further 
study of television viewing habits and school achieve­
ments of children from classified socio-economic 
groups (!**» p* 223-221*)*
f*tiA ©men *f*r Vlmir' &J&31. , JL.JL
RERASSD RESEARCH
■ £ *
I# mmcmiQMM* research
Fraixklin Dunhams tb) report on the "Effect of 
television on School Achievement11 indicates that poor 
television habits* lower intelligence quotient* lower 
parental control* and poorer achievement tend to be 
found in the same child# He reported that television 
can be used to excess* like most recreation* and can 
result in damage to physical well-being and mental 
alertness#
Walter Clark* who conducted the above experiment 
at Xavier University* Cincinnati* Ohio* Included 
1*000 children in 16 schools in the sixth and seventh 
grades# the outstanding finding's of this experiment 
were* Xhere was no significance between the achieve** 1 
meat of the television viewers and non-television 
viewers as to parents1 control over televiewing* this 
report indicates an appalling percentage of parents who 
have no concern about what their children view on tele* 
vision# Fifty-two per cent of the children reported 
that they were permitted to watch any program they 
chose#
fhe preference of programs viewed by the children 
in this experiment were as follows: The first preference
hwm 86% out of iO0 viewers watched Milton Berle; next, 
8 0  viewed western programs \ 70% viewed Hopalong Cassidyg 
78% viewed Captain Video#
this report revealed the lower the intelligence 
quotient, the more likely the child was to watch mystery 
and crime programs.* Wrestling was also- correlated with, 
low intelligence*
Coffin*-* (1, p* 550*558) yesearehsbudy on the 
effects of television, on leisure time may- he mmaxlM&it- 
as follows*
1# television may bring about appreciable 
changes In the 'family*s pattern of 
leisure time activities#
2* Families showed considerably -lower 
level of' participation in most 
other.types of' activities inside 
and outside the home#
3* television owners are enthusiastic
about the medium* the advertising 
on f*V is much preferred to comer* 
dials over radio*
b. the habit patterns and attitudes are 
approximately the same for long-time 
owners as■new owners of television* 
television influence may not be a 
transitory ■ phenomenon. ■ pas.s-.ing when 
owners become habituated to their 
sets*
5* Analysis of the data reveals that . 
the socio-economic status suggested 
there may be a tendency for tele** 
vision influence to be felt more 
strongly perhaps among middle-class 
families of groups than among the 
higher socio-economic scale*
6* that television is a' means of com­
munication, entertainment, and 
advertising, appears to exert 
appreciable'influence on the lives
$Of set-owning families* Evidence 
suggests that as the medium be­
come© more accessible to tocreas­
ing numbers in the population, it 
may bring noticeable offsets on 
families7 activities*
f * fhxrixig the hours that television 
sets are in use, relatively large 
numbers watch* the average number 
of viewers per f-V set is 3*56 
persons as compared with night 
time radio| where 1*9 listeners 
are per set* She difference be­
tween the two media (radio and 
television) is felt more acutely 
as we move down the socio-economic 
scale*
Maccobyrs (12, pp* ¥+l-M*k) research on the impact 
of television on school children was a study of compara­
tive behavior of children in homes owning television 
with children in non-owner television homes* the 
principal finding© weret television families are 
closer by physical proximity, but there is a restricted 
social interaction* Children in set-owning homes tend 
to spend less time with playmates* Parent have diffi­
culty in getting 'Children to leave television for their 
meals .and to go to bed*. Children are substituting tele­
vision for radio, movies, and reading* Watching pre­
vents family members from, reading, conversing, and 
playing* Parents very commonly approve of television 
as a p^acifier** for children* Children view from an 
average of 2*5 hours to 3*5 hours daily* this research 
involved 622 children, ages Wiy years old. and 332 
..mothers interviewed* The television ownership is 
related to socio-economic status*
6if} points out that the whan child who 
Mires in a constant machine world is flowing in an, 
entirely different kind of environment than the child 
who lives in a more natural surroundings*
#esaleman#a if$ pp* 335*3fl) experiment for a 
Mas ter* a degree brought forth new facts relative to 
television viewing of 60 third grade children .and.their 
reading habits* She paired |G viewers of owned f*¥ sets 
against 30 non^ viewers of owned'f»¥ sets* the findings 
may he summarised as follows *
1* In this study 39# of the children' 
stated' they had been stimulated to 
read because of television*
2* there-was no appreciable differ* " 
ence between the viewers of $«*¥ 
owned sets' and the viewers' of' 
non*owned sets as to the use of 
library books* It appears that 
those Who like 'to read; do5 and.' 
those who are not interested la 
reading do not read* Both groups 
read daily papers in part*
3* there was no appreciable difference 
in the groups as to reading comics*
%* the''non f«*¥. owners spent more time 
with radio§ the average was 3* 53 
number of programs per child*
5. Hon 3MF owner viewers attended 
slightly more movies' than. !**¥ 
owner groups*
Bar conclusion was that televls ion has not yet 
adversely affected the reading comprehension of third 
grade readers In this■study* Children in 1MT equipped 
homes achieved success in reading approximately the
fsame at non^t^lmtnton rnmrn*
Hie b M lto e ii In  bbe ts&u f**¥ enaeif gtwp s lig ittly  
excelled tiie $<*? w i  group la school work*
It appears that teachers* librarians, ani parents 
will be challenged to motivate good reading habits 
through glamorising activities if the- competition of 
the television and school interests keep balance* 
Beading can supplement the television, programs to
t
achieve greater information.
She emphasizes her report by stating that there 
is nothing to fear about television's affecting our 
children} the evils can be eliminated by parents' 
and children's cooperation to seleet good programs*
Paul Witty's (19) two studies of children's 
interest in television presents interesting informa­
tion relevant to this study*
Both surveys were conducted by him with elementary 
school children in Evanston, Illinois. The findings 
in the 1950 survey may be summarized as fallows:
information was obtained from 2,100 elementary 
children. At this time **3* of pupils had T-? sets in 
their homes. Four schools were selected according to 
socio-economic distribution* About 70% of the children 
stated that T-V did not help them with school work* On 
the other hand, 3<$ believed it did help.
The relationship between ingelligenee and amount 
of televiewing was ascertained. The size of the
coefficients was insignificant to every grade (grade 
3*6)* there was little relationship between teat re^ 
suits and the ipml of t toe 'spent televiewing * 
Excessive viewing of t<*V, hoover* seemed to be asso- 
elated with somewhat lower academic attainment. from. 
over 1,700 replies revived from parents, 55$ of 
television owners approved children* a programs; there 
were 29( endorsed certain programs, to contrast, only 
of the non-owners approved children1 $ programs* 
the outstanding reasons for approval of programs 
were the entertainment and educational values of f*V# 
lessons for disapproval were that children read 
less, that many programs were too sensational and 
over-stiifiulating * Western movies- were shorn too 
often, the excessive amount of time devoted to 3MT 
left little opportunity for outdoor recreation and 
desirable physical activity*
teachers* reports indicated k$$ m m  dissatisfied 
with t«*V, fwenty~sevea per cent recognised some 
serious limitations to £~v, but recognised its future 
promise.
Among the limitations frequently mentioned were 
low standards of educational offerings and poor quality 
of entertainment* Approximately .half of the teachers 
blamed minor behavior problems on T~V, such as increased 
nervousness* drowsiness, disinterest, and decreased to<* 
terest to reading*
9From the 1951 survey the following information 
m o  obtained 5
%pr#ximately lfhOO children answered questions* 
there were slightly larger 'numbers of 1«? sets to lower 
socio-economic districts than to the.higher districts* 
Colored children spent slightly more time with 1*? 
than the others*
4 decrease of 10 viewing was noticeable among 
children with T*f sets to the home* Also the children 
to f-V homes attended movies less than they did before 
f~¥ appeared*
Sixty per cent of parents approved children * s 
programs* Approximately 9% endorsed a selected number 
only* Approximately 60 of teachers approved f~V for 
their pupils; about 30 expressed disapproval* teachers 
qualified their approval by stresstog the need for guid- 
ance to selection of the programs and the amount of 
time spent televiewing* they pointed out that indiv­
idual differences should determine the kinds of 
schedules' followed by different children* the reasons 
they'-gave were entertainment and educational values* 
the disapproval, was..because., of poor quality to. programs 
of education and entertainment, the excessive time de­
voted to televiewing, and the neglect of more wholesome 
activities*
parents'* disapproval was because f*»¥ caused- 
irregular behavior patterns manifested to aggressive
attitudes! also undesirable effects upon the child*a 
physical development as well as his recreational 
pattern.
the programs selected from those viewed in order 
of preference by the- children are shown in. fable I.
fable 1
gfryj«lte M m m m  of Children 
(by grades)
.Middle -0rad.es (%-&}
1* Crusader iabbit
a* faul Whiteman Eevue
3* Movies of Kids {Flash Cordon)
hw lour- Show of Shows
Comedy low {Martin & lewis) 
kukla, ■ Fran, -and Olive —  ^
5* Adventures of Wild Bill Hlckok
6* lone Ranger
tom Corbett Space Cadet
7* Kids larnival Kwis
8. Captain Fideo 
lopalong Cassidy
c iy U h . ~*Mb R «  *t4i W JMk V jA ’iMrt,------k£ * W *K i*■cue nan’s family
9* Beulah'Show {Ithel Waters):
Cavalcade of Bands
10* Super Circus
Paul Whiteman* s t-? teen Age Club
Children, parents, and teachers were asked for 
suggested programs they desire* these are shown in
fable# A and B for Children an* Teachers. • Parents in* 
dicated a need for improvement for what was shown on 
T-V.
fable A
S M M t m
(elder! 1. More, recent
Junior
middle 
*ot
a* Movies
3* Current events 
History
h* Music
%  Science
.1* ..tore pioneer 
pictures
2* foreign lands 
. foreign People
1*
2*
5 *
6 *
fable B 
l^her^
Rramatles
Musical Shows
Classic# light 
opera
.Hew© and current 
events 
Civic affairs
low-to-do Hobby
Special Interest 
shows
Story telling
Science Programs
lower 1* -More, children'1', 
group flays
2* Pictures on' 
hobbies > ■'
crafts
fhe .summary and., conclusions of the studies would 
Indicate the followingt
f*¥ Is maintaining a hold on children* 
f-V owners are increasing in numbers*
appears to be less time spent in 
viewing by f-¥ owners on 1951. Study as com­
pared to 1950 study*
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flit strong interests caused by televiewing could 
be liabilities or assets according to individual dif­
ferences and other factors involved with the child.
fhere is a feeling that reading may be-: affected 
teoause.of ite time consumed in televiewing*
.Parents -and teachers believe excessive interest 
in T*& may divert the child fro© participation in 
wholesome recreation and desirable physical activities* 
fhe antidote lies in the provision of a constructive 
guidance program to effect a better behavior pattern, a 
better recreational pattern, and last, but not least, a 
better educational program which is functional in accord* 
anee with the needs of the child (19 § pp* 251-257) *
Shayon (15) statesi wln general the- large amount 
of escape and entertainment material on the mass media 
does not change peoplef0 interest and behavior patterns, 
but ratter it is used in accordance with, existing .in* 
tercets and behavior patterns of individuals.11 Be 
explains persons who have a great deal of social aware* 
ness ordinarily select more of that hind of material 
(less escape material)# On the otter hand, persons who 
have less social awareness select more escape material# 
leather or not the escapist content of the mass media 
encourages social apathy is not known*
His conclusion, it appears, is that what television 
can do to a child will depend upon the emot tonal needs of 
the child* television, like sH otter ©ass media, does 
not really satisfy these hungers of children because it ■ 
is not a genuine experience, but merely a substitute.
ii# mmmion m m m m
television is the moat efficient and important 
medium of-education'an# propaganda* Its powers of per* 
suasion are estimate# to far surpass otter media an# may 
roughly equal the combined impacts of aural radio, motion 
picture, and tte press CIO, pp*' 1%-lf)*
filtert Beldes has- called it the instantaneous, an# 
complete transmission of actuality— the transmission of 
image of an event while tte event is taking place*
David Sarnoff once referred to television's ulti­
mate contribution as, "its service toward, unification 
of tte life of a nation, an# at tte same time tte 
greater development of tte life of tte individual— a 
sentiment subsequently echoed by Winston Chur chilli1* 
Psychologically, television is an extension of 
seeing and tearing over great distances* Vision an# 
tearing are our two most important senses through 
which we acquire 98 per cent of all our- knowledge*. Be­
cause of this and because tte process of visual aural 
extension is instantaneous* television can achieve tte 
effect of making you feel you are two places at tte- 
same time*
fte reaction of tte view takes on one of tte three 
forms? %
Cl) fte effect.of "looking in** on a program, from 
tte sidelines without actually taking part in it* this 
is usually fte effect achieve# in viewing sports events,
Ik
mm events, and newscasts.
(2) The effect of "looking in* and the feeling 
of actually taking part in it. this is called the 
"subjective method." Examples would be audience par* 
ticlpation, including quia shows* demonstrations! 
activities with "meet-a-celebrity" idea* and eduea* 
tional programs. Successful dramatic programs of same 
types of variety and dancing shows would fall in this 
Category*
(3) this form gives one a feeling that a person* 
or persons* step into the living room and converse with 
yon* An example would be a television announcer* viewed 
by a elose*up camera, looking straight into the camera 
and addressed the audience as "you" while speaking in a 
conversational tom of voice (10* p. 13)»
television is an art* Programs of television con­
sist of two general classification of fields* one 
involves transmission only} one involves creative inter­
pretive effort* The programs of pure transmission .in 
theory would be limited to showing motion pictures* not 
especially made or edited for television. Every other 
type of program of any kind would involved some exercise 
of editorial judgment and would, therefore* include some 
.interpretive or creative effort, the fact that all other 
types of programs involve some degree of creative inter­
pretive effort should be sufficient to indicate that 
television is potentially a new form of art* It is true
it has wtaln ipsllties of motion pictures, stage, 
and pressf but the sum total of television la more than 
just the-' sum of these parts* If television, is to he.* 
some an art, it cannot remain as merely an imitation of 
some- other medium, no matter how successful the imita* 
iloa .may prove (10-, p* 12)*
I*eo Euleehov, a. Russian motion picture director and 
theorist propounded the theory upon which the- Russian 
school of film production mm  based in 1920# this 
theory in turn affected motion picture teehnifue- through** 
out the world* Re reasoned that in every art there is 
ill a raw material and {2} a method of composing that 
material which is best suited to its essential nature* 
Kuleshov found he could predetermine effects by the 
relation, interrelation, and Juxtaposition of the dif* 
fereut strips of film*" this led him to the conclusion 
that for silent motion pictures, the raw material was. 
the strip exposed film carrying a photographic record, 
not the action, depicted in that record* the act of 
piecing strips of films together in the right order 
.an# rhytta*^editing, in otter words, is the- true 
einematrie method of composlti oni fhis theory is 
Montage by which the Russian school is known (10, p. b}4 
Obviously there is much controversy about the sub* 
Jecb of movies on television and the sizeable number of 
programs which are offered* therefore, this problem 
must be viewed scientifically* Hubbell (10) states, 
f1Ho art can be pulled out of a hat oversight, or even
16
iii a decade or two*1’ fte history of ©very art shows 
that in its Infamy f it Initiated otter forms and that 
examples of gamine artistic progress were classic 
varieties ratter than occurrences. Because television 
Is an art of the first magnitude, waiting to be developed, 
it is of prime importance that its potentialities should 
be considered critically with objective introspection (5)• 
ftere is a natural tendency for motion picture people to 
think of television as a new branch of motion pictures, 
for radio people to see it as visual radio programs, for 
theatre people to view it as an extension of Broadway, 
for advertising people to use it as a tetter method of 
sellingfor educators to consider it a new dimension 
in audio-visual education, for manufacturers to dream 
of it as a perfect selling device for equipment* 411 
of this adds up to limited foresight and limited capa­
bilities* television will demand a broad knowledge and 
experience of its artists and executives (10, pp* 15*16)* 
Scientifically, television is m  electronic method 
of transmitting visual and aural .images over a consider** 
able distance, reproducing- these images in an unlimited 
number of places and doing tte whole thing so rapidly 
that for all purposes it is ■■instantaneous* Materially, 
television must have vital organs in order to- functions 
(!) an eye, or a camera! an ’'•ear,11 or microphone with 
which to pick up picture and soundf (a) a control 
arrangement by means of which tte apparatus can te
17
controlled* end the visual-aural program regulated*
<3) a transmitting system, by means of which the visual* 
aural program Is broadcast through the air and. dissemi­
nated via wires and cables; W  a receiving set which 
receives the program and connects it into.a visual-aural 
replica of what the camera and microphone saw and heard 
at the point of origin. CIO* p. 12)*
the idea of television probably originated with 
■Max flessner in 1092* Is was a journalist who wrote 
a story about something called a telescope*, this was 
before w television11 had been coined* His predictions 
were that flit would present stage * opera* important 
events* parliament* lectures with demonstrations, church 
services* visits to. watering places, races* parades* 
city sights* father he stated* ,!£he head of the state 
would address the whole nation through this medium.11 
About the. only .thing fee. omitted was that television- 
would be a new art ..form in due time* Piessner* whether 
fee knew it or not* was establishing a pattern for most 
speeches and writings on 'television for the next half 
century or more. His -speculations were on MHif tele­
vision would present* not on HOT to present it (10* p* 3)* 
the word t^elevision*1 was probably coined in 1900 
by a french librarian who was trying, to. catalog- some 
material on electrical transmissi on of pictures which 
was called "telescopy* or %lectroscopy*^ fhe librarian 
concocted tfee idea of -the word television which we have
10
accepted without accent murks*.. It is derived froma 
latin word, with Greek roots, meaning "disianteseelng♦11 
Because television is the result of tte contrite** 
tlons of .many inventions, of men working apart and many 
inventions of men working together, it is tte develop** 
mental process of years of scientific research* There-. 
fore, to understand television today, it is important 
to know tte history of its parts*
It Is important to- recognize television at present 
require© concentrated, illumination— a group of performers 
with cameras focused on them* Behind tte television 
camera lens Is a vacuum tube known as tte iconoscope 
which serves tte purpose similar to a "mike** in sound 
broadcasting , but in this case picks up tte scene in* 
stead of the sound* Within tte iconoscope is a light* 
sensitive plate similar to photographic cameras* fte 
light from tte television lens sets up faint electric 
currents -on tte plate ■ varying In strength according to 
tte intensity of tte light*, This "mosaic-,1* as tte 
plate is called, is made of hundreds of thousands of 
tiny sensitive particles,, each insulated from tte 
ottersf- in fact, a. tiny photoelectric eelX* fte degree 
of charge depends upon intensity of tte light falling on 
a given area# Tte heart of tte camera is tte iconoscope, 
a sensitive and complicated apparatus, which m  om  but 
a technician can actually understand (.17, p* *
The scanning team picks up or reads tte picture on 
the- "mosaic*1 screen* this is done by an electron team,
19
W  sort of invisible m m II# point of electronic energy 
that moves with incredible speed back and forth across 
the plate Cl?'* p« %3)*
the tube which picks up the waves an# changes them 
back from electrical vibrations to light is calls# 
kinescope* It, like the iconoscope, was invents# by 
hr* Sworykiiu the kinescope is fuite simple* consisting 
of an electron gun an# fluorescent screen assemble# in 
a highly evacuate# bulb* fte electron gun, like the 
iconoscope* Is an electron-optical system which concen­
trates the electrons from the thermionic cathode into 
a narrow pencil Cl?* p» M*>#
With the principle of television in mint as to its 
function an# some of the important parts which make it 
function, the history of this great art an# science can 
proceed.*
S M  MMP, BSP.cfr
fte story of television could'well start with pro- 
historic records of light* For example* an Egyptian 
representation of tte sun disc* then called Aten* pictures 
him (Aten) s;inking in tte west* causing hosts of bodies 
to become invisible* When he returns in the morning* 
the bodies become luminous by his magic touch* At a 
later date Otto von Ouerlcke pointed out that light rays 
are invisible5 for example* whan one looks at a house, 
a bystander does not see any rays passing from tte house
to the viewer »*the ray is invisible (6f p* 216) * 4 
further example points eat reflection* A light from a 
tree mast pass tteough the air to reach m  because the 
a.ir is the medium# Beiieetion comes from the light re** 
bounding from the- mm via of medium* the- air# the 
prehistoric story of Echo and. Harclssns brought the 
idea of images by ref lection of the body in the water* 
Furtherf the reflection from the devdrop gave the idea 
of the first natural magnifying glass *
Following this, about 700 B. €*, quarts lens were 
weed in the palace of ling: Sennacherib at Bineveh* 
these lens, were proved by Sir Jhtstin l&ysrd in 1885 
to he the first specimen of rock crystal .lens of 
planoconvex {17, .pp* 2l8**22&)*
Perhaps the- next important link in M s  story is 
the discovery of .electricity hy fhales* a Breek scientist 
■of $aletus in 600 B* 0* ®iis. knowledge was glemnei by 
rubbing amber against wool cloth, causing magnetic attract 
tion called d^ust^ test#** this .experiment was the embryo 
of the electricity age* the track word for amber was 
electron, which is a common factor to contributing to 
television# It was. not. mill 16h6 Af B* that electricity 
was christened as such by Sir fbomas Browne of London 
in the literature of science (6, p. 363)*
Leonardo &e Vinci continued the story of light 
when in 1508 he found light transmitted into waves# It 
is interesting to note the word wwaveP entered our 
language via Hebrew scripture (6, p* 156)*
The pin-hole camera experiment of Leonardo de Vinci 
has the -principle upon which television operates today* 
Also this principle is comparable to the function of 
the human eye, which he learned by dissecting the-eye*
Be pointed out, w&-small aperture- in a window shutter 
projects on the inner wall of the- room an image of 
bodies which are beyond the aperture* This will explain 
how the eye acts*11 (6, p* 251) About this time color 
was also .introduced in relation to light by de Vinci*
Bis theory was that light ^ rom larger and heavier 
particles has lower frequency, and light from smaller 
ones has a higher frequency* Also blue light has higher 
frequency than red and brown. Also the contributions of 
this famous scientist are recognised in his theory, 
^persistence of vision#1* She human eye preserves the 
impression temporarily for some time after the stimulus 
is removed* Be explained this by example of a .motion of 
a single firebrand whirled, rapidly in a circle causes 
this- circle to appear as one continuous uniform ■flame* 
..further, -the impression that raindrops falling has on 
the viewer seems to leave the impression that the rain, 
is continuous thread# descending from the: clouds 
(6, p. 252) * this principle can be- applied to the 
motion pictures today* there is mo motion projected 
upon, the $ cream, 'but merely many different. pictures 
projected, each taken separately* These■run before- the 
light at a speed which an electric device causes to 
completely deceive the viewer (16, p* 69)*
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Mother important feature of today*s television 
dates back to the prediction of Roger Bacon, the tele* 
scope and microscope f 'both instruments have made worthy 
contributions to science (6, p* 88) * It was approjdU 
mately 1820 when Kepler reported the observation which 
was made by fycho Brake* 4 huge protractor was used by 
Brahe to view the 'stars#. ■ &  explained that he looked at 
the stars through two small apertures of about two meters, 
or yards, apart# this was the forerunner of the tele* 
scope# later studies on the work of Ptolemy and &Ikazen 
described the telescope functions Information came that 
by the use of refracted vis,Ion, such figures, shapes, and 
objects shall be seen m m  at hand or at a distance# 
this instrument will cause the smallest letters to be 
read., as well as small dust particles to be recognisable, 
when the instrument is at the proper angle# the actual 
construction of the telescope was probably discovered by 
Hans Uppershey, a spectacle maker of Middleburg. Fame, 
however, probably came, to it through dalileo Oalllel’s 
renowned discoveries which he made and was reported in
1810 (6, pp# 2^*253) *
History reveals many .records of discoveries for 
this period, which contribute to television today* Phos* 
phorus was discovered m  a self^ Illuminating substance 
noticed by Ossearrolo of Italy in 1603* the small 
television screen, inside the vacuum tube previously 
mentioned, is coaled with a similar fluorescent'
safestm m  (2*0# Between 1650 and 1663 0tto von Cruericke 
proved m  electrical charge- can. flow along a thread*
He anticipated conduction of electricity* Also he sag** 
gested that electrical■energy can fee transmitted into 
sound and light# While he did not attempt to make this 
point, this is probably the origin of the first liters** 
ture on the electrical aspects of thunder and light*
Bing (11 f p* 3)* Possibly the idea of generating com* 
mmicatlon was originally the idea of dalileo, which 
he presented humorously in 1637 to a friend* He die* 
cussed the idea of a person speaking to another two or 
three thousand miles away fey means of a certain magnetic 
needle* About this same time Cavallo presented an 
experiment which was the forerunner of telegraphy* this 
was done approximately a century before the Morse Code 
was known* He caused sparks to flow at different inter* 
vale of time, according to a code,- to cause intelligence 
to fee conveyed Instantaneously from one place to 
another 16, p* 396)*
At approximately the same time other discoveries 
were becoming a part of the history of television# In 
1666 fir Isaac Mewton*s contribution to science, dl#* 
covering that light combined with all the colors of the 
rainbow fey prism, another principle of television* Further 
Investigation of light fey Ole learner, 1676, enlightened 
the world that light ■ travels 186,000 miles per second* 
hater discoveries proved that radio waves travel the 
same speed* Huygens extended this theory of light in
3 6 0 4 1
1696 to discover the knowledge of wave-motion £6, p.* 272)*
flip Second Rpoeh
In 1729- the second epoch is characterised by 
Steven Gray* s theory of conduction* His experiment was 
with anther and liquids, and brass wire* ins'of his 
greatest admirers was vivacious Charles Dufay, who in 
1733 -sent a letter to the Duke of Richmond describing: 
the discovery of conduction* H^aving read in on# of 
Gray's letters that water may be electrical by holding' 
the excited glass tube- near it,, a dish of water being., 
fixed to a stand, and set on a plate of glass * ♦ «
1 found the same thing happens to all bodies ■ without 
exception, whether solid or fluid ## this paragraph 
above culminated twenty*-three centuries of 
research (6, p*
the Third Epoch
the-; third epoch is characterised by Oanton's 
electroscope, his greatest service to electricity 
<6, p* fe&73* It say be characterise! by the leyden 
Jar, or condenser* this was the forerunner of -the 
storage battery. In %fk$ ieerg Von Heist placed a nail 
in a tumbler' of water and charged the- water by conduction 
from, a powerful machine <6, p# k09) *
the principle of telegraphy was used by 
Sir William Watson's experiment when he caused gunpowder 
to discharge at a distance by a current running through 
a wire placed In the Thames liver, 17^ 7•
In 1791, Luigi Galvani proved muscular motion 
through electric currents running through a frog's 
tody* By using a sharp Brass hook, forcing it into 
the spinal cord of a frog, then placing it on an iron 
plate, contractions in muscles were obvious. When 
materials were the same', no effect was apparent* 
Galvani may have been experimenting with what we now 
call radio waves*
the Fourth Enoch
Volta*s invention of the voltaic cell la 1800 
opened a fourth epoch in the story of electricity 
and television (8, p. **38). While his theory extended 
Galvani’s idea of current electricity, Johann Oersted*# 
discovery showed relationship between magnetism and 
electricity* 'Oersted’s work with currents promoted the 
invention of the electro-magnet in 1819, Frazier in­
dicates that the invention of this instrument should be 
attributed to four or five men; namely, Arago, Ampire, 
Davy, Henry, and William Sturgeon of London who gave 
the instrument its name in 1825 (6, p. h*>5).
Charles Wheatstone's crude invention of an instan­
taneous action, 1820, caused by a rotating wheel was a 
continuation of persistence of vision* Also his inven­
tion of the stereoscope is the beginning of the three 
dimensional pictures (6, p. 283),
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fte fifth epoch was ushered into history by 
Michael Faraday1 s discoveries he tween 1831 and 18*t5*
8a concentrated on induced currents and the relation* 
ship between magnetism and electricity* He reversed 
the idea of Oersted, obtaining electrical energy from' 
kinetic energy of a magnet* "When water is subjected 
to the influence of the electric current, a quantity 
of it is decomposed exactly proportionate to the 
quantity of electricity which passed through <6, p* H62). 
Further, in IS^ f, Faraday discovered the effect of 
magnetism on polarised light* The principle is used 
in directing the electron beam across the small camera 
screen in the vacuum tube (10, p* 33) *
Several inventions affecting television between 
18^2 and 1852 were colored photography by 
Edmond Becquerel, and in 18^ 2, dosephy Henry of Hew 
dersey, caused an oscillation by discharge of the 
heyden jar* A certain range which we use in radio was 
caused by this experiment * the interchanging - current 
by discharge is important- .in. producing different length 
radio waves as well as high frequency television waves*
two important inventions .in 1869 are worthy of 
note in television development'* the Heinrich Geissler 
tube is the name given to the instrument emitting light 
called fluoresce* When this was first used,- it .was 
known as a vacuum tube called aurora tube$ it was a
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Shimmering beauty* JohannW* Hitter f extended this 
experiment to affect cathode-rays *
h^§: Sixth looch
it was approximately 1869 that James 0* Maxell 
discovered the axisteaee of electric wave# in the air 
and in the solar system* the fact that he found that 
light m® a form of electromagnet ray in I873 heralded 
the sixth' epoch of history* &  predicted, that' wares 
when discovered would he found to have properties that 
could travel through a vacuum,, and transparent bodies 
with speed of light obey the laws of reflection, m«* 
fraction, and interference of light— differing if at 
all in wave .length and frequency* .his major contrite* 
bien was the organization of the. various threads of 
the scientific pattern to make a consistent 
pattern (6, p* %7®> *
In 1873 an Irish cable operator found selenium#s 
resistance to light varies according to the electrical 
current passing through it* fha importance of selenium 
to the television camera is 'because the photo-electric 
cells of the small screen contain such substance (3, p* 21)* 
In 1875 the first idea of television was" designed 
by €♦ E* Oarey of Boston* this was a-crude apparatus 
which reflected objects and looked similar t© the human 
eye* She success of this was hampered by the absence 
of .an amplifier Which had not been invented, as yet*. Hot 
« t u  1906 «» t« p.0dw»a u  u» = ™
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time S>r# Herr dtseovefed a control light ray in 
meclmnioal television seta (10, p# SO}*
In IS76 Owy and Mi son patented a device to 
transmit sound* fhis was an invention to record the 
human voice and other sounds to he reproduced (¥f>*
Within this same year , Alexander Beil invented 
the telephone* It -was a combination of electricity 
and magnetism to convey the sound of voices through 
the transmitter C6> p* 199)*
In IdQh Paul Bipkow produced the scanning scheme 
which was the main television principle* Be proposed 
to send pictures, point by point, in a rapid and orderly 
succession instead of sending all parts at once# Ihis 
orderly splitting of the pictures into points, or ele** 
meats, is now called seaming* Bot until thermionic 
tubes were developed forty years later did Hipkow’s 
system become a practical reality, and became a great 
general development of television {13, p. 3)* the 
principle of this mechanical scanning disc divided 
the picture into parallel lines similar to an electron 
beam# the disc had pinholes varying in distances from 
the center* When it rotated, the light coming through 
the pinhole seemed to travel across the screen*
In I896 dulielimo Marconi of Bologna first effected 
the electromagnetic waves to achieve communication through 
wireless telegraphy* Be used a special cable to transmit 
television across the Atlantic (11, pp* 60*6*0*
The Seventh Enoch
this epoch is characterised by the electron theory 
: and its applications, which began about 1900.
the advent of this epoch was brought about by the 
work of m  many able investigators that It- is not easy 
to single out any one person and accord him the- laurels* 
A paper was published In 1896 which proposed the asswmp** 
tion that atoms are composed of smaller particles, now 
called electrons, protons, neutrons, etc*
For clarification, this definition of electron 
theory may suffice for explanation* the electron theory 
is a --^ theory that the chemical atom is not the smallest 
part of an element, but it is composed of electrons 
describing orbital and vibratory motions** CIS), fhis 
theory is the culmination of ideas from previous periods, 
and therefore foreshadowed by fbale’s amber experiment* 
One aspect of the continued progress of scientific re** 
search is seen, in certain, simplifications and unifica­
tions* there is a merging of ideas* acoustics -and 
thermloaies have merged with mechanics, optics and 
magnetism with electricity* therefore,- the merging and 
the application of all the ideas related to the electron 
theory are important to television* One of the important 
discoveries affecting television was radium which was 
discovered by Pierre and Marie Currie about 1898* they 
named in radium to- suggest that it -emits rays* -inch 
rays can affect electrometers and photographic plates
m i can make minerals fluoresce (6, p* %90) *
.In 190** Johann A* Fleming invented the Fleming 
valve which was essential to television* this valve 
had the application of electromagnetic waves used in 
wireless telephony, later known as telegraphy*
In 1908 the American inventor;, Dr* lee do Forest, 
of Chicago, introduced an Improvement of the Fleming 
valve* thenceforth the development in electric waves 
and electron theory proceeded simul taneous ly {6, p* h93>* 
following this * the Hertzian waves came into 
prominence* Bearish Hertz contributed flight of every 
kind is itself an. electrical phe»omena*-the propagation 
In time is proved and the wave length is measured * * ,*
We multiply the wave length by the calculated frequency 
of oscillation and find the velocity which is approxi­
mately that of light* Connection between light and 
electricity is established*- 0ptics is no longer res­
tricted to minute aether waves* thus the- domain of 
electrlci ty extends over the whole nature* We perceive 
we actually possess, an electrical organ— the- eye*1*
<6, p* **65)
In 1909 Albert Einstein announced the theory tech 
©f -the modern television camera— the photo-electric 
sensitivity, defined as the photo-electric current in 
microamperes, drawn- from a surface Illuminated by one 
iamea of white light (13, P* 66)*
television was patented in 1907 by Boris losing* 
a laesian of St* Petersburg feeimologieel Institute* 
the success depended upon the perfections of cathode 
ray tubes and photo-electric cells and the perfection 
of amplifying, tiny electrical impulses*
She first satisfactory television camera was per­
fected following Vladimir Eworykin* s experience with 
Boris losing as his student (11, p* 77).
the first record of broadcasting was done by 
de Forest and Bogan, from the top of a building flag­
pole in Hew fork City* Ibis was a recording of 
William fell11 which was heard in the United States 
Navy Yards by an operator who was expecting wireless 
signals*
David Sarnoff in 1916 purposed to arrange a wire­
less set in a living room as a piece of furniture to be 
used for entertainment* this was the first step toward 
commercial television (11* p* 77)*
In 1920 the first broadcasting station to go on 
the air was X8&&* fhis was the- broadcasting of the 
presidential election of Hardlng-Oox* fhe industry 
grew- so fast that it caused many problems in communica­
tion* By 1922 the situation was serious enough to 
involve President Harding to instruct Mr* Herbert Hoover* 
then Secretary of Commerce, to summon a conference in 
Washington* Following -this .in 1923-192** an Act of 
Congress passed a temporary control through the federal 
Badio Commission*
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Shin ■ period from 1920-1927 Involved history of the
feroaieastimg companies* first experiences in organizing 
a purposed federal controlled communication system# the 
outs tending mmiaotming- companies in the field m m  
General Ileetric, Westinghouse, and Badio Corporation 
of America*
David Sarnoff | general manager of BCA, proposed 
public support for radio* television, comparable to 
the support given to libraries, athletic fields* 
museums* etc*
In 192? the turning point of radio history was at 
hand* Badlo Act of 1927 was passed* A Federal Radio 
Commission was established and continued through 1933#
In 193** the Commissions let established a perma* 
neat federal Communications Commission for the purpose 
of regulating' interstate, foreign commerce in communis 
cation in the United States# this was the first act 
in American history to control communicatloii (1 1, p* 7%)#
■ Although television was technically horn in 1930 
(due- to the camera..perfection-of Vladimir Zworykin)
(f* p# l), it struggled until 1939 before it was 
officially announced to the world at the Worldls fair*
BOA through the Hational Broadcasting Corporation pre~ 
seated its first television broadcast in Hew Xoric on 
April 30, 1939, with President Franklin D* Roosevelt as 
speaker* Be was First Gentleman of the land and fir at 
television president in the history of the world (17, p* 3k)
America has contributed a .great deal', to. the: 
development'of television* However, it is wrong not 
to recognise other countries, Pictures were televised 
in Europe- as early as 1880 (58)* ■ Perhaps- they could 
tie considered done roughly but recognisable*
the French had considerable success also, as well 
as- did the Germans in showing television dramas on a 
screen 8 feet wide prior' to 1937, according' to the-' 
report of Dr* Peter Goldmark of Columbia University
(16t p* #
television Is still in its infancy and will be 
going through a developmental process for years before 
it reaches its peak of perfection*
How let us consider it as an art and - a science, as 
previously mentioned# -More than that it--is a. tool for 
communication, like ••good human relations, it is simply 
the ability to take the other fellow into account while 
you are talking or acting*
Communication is not merely interaction*
Dewey Mead and many others who have similar ideas have 
said, nOne communicates when one puts himself in 
anotherfs 'shoes— or while you are talking., you-react to 
your own words*11 (2) . .
the new flicker less, all electronic. color television 
system demonstrated at BCA laboratories on October 30, 19**6, 
and again on January 29, 19^ 7, Is the most recent positive 
contribution to the television leadership of our country*
Iii the mm future it Is expected that outdoor scenes
will be televised in. color in Xfk® by electronic color 
television -on large aim theater screens:*
David iarneff stated tbii universal system of 
all-electronic 'color television, accomplished without 
the outmoded rotating, disc or any moving part, is- as 
far-reaching as was the creation of HCA all-electronic 
television system, which supplanted the mechanical 
disci used in black-and-white television when it first 
began* Research is still in the making of television 
for future enjoyment and information (7) *
Jj» ijt iip;
tm mmo® of peocipobe
A study of televiewing habits and. interests of 
normal sixth grate children was conducted to deters 
mine (1) whether differences existed in both the 
amount of time spent viewing programs and (2) the 
types of programs that were viewed, by a selected 
group of '.sixth grade children from differing; socio* 
economic classif ications *
this study was made in four elementary schools 
in Waterloo | lowaf with 300 sixth grade children 
participating in this activity for a period of ten 
days*
Sim a m  £ss.
the sixth grade children were informed of the 
proposed plan of this study by their social studies 
teachers* She idea was conveyed to the children that 
there was to be kept a systematic record of the pro­
grams which they viewed and a record of the time they 
spent viewing them* No attempt was made to motivate 
any special interest in. television* they were given 
special instructions as to how to keep this record 
accurately (fable 11> Appendix).«
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X* Children were selected to represent the various "> 
socio-economic levels ot a population
(fable 111| Appendix)*
2# Children with normal intelligence were selected n 
from these economic groups until 150 cases 
representing the. various socioeconomic levels 
were available (fable Xvf appendix)#
these 150 cases which were selected for this
study represented the socio-economic distribution of
the total population# It was necessary to have an
accurate perimeter* or a cross section, of society
represented*
■fhe various groups were called A, B, €t D, E
(fable IV, Appendix)#
feme f
fhis table represents the socio-economic distri* 
butlon of 150 cases used in this study, and the per 
cent of the population they represent#
Groups A B C  B 1
■ Humber cases 15 30 60 .30 15
in each group
Per cent in 10 20 kO 20 10
each group
total Cases 110
2te £ m  M
file California feet of Mental Maturity was used 
to determine the normal intelligence of the children
who were selected for this study* these teste were 
administered by the- teachers and. the principals of 
the four schools#
The £s^ L£jrte, £01: SeMa gtegjfi&flfc
the Iowa Every-Pupil test, of Skills- was adminis­
tered by the principals and teachers to determine the 
academic grade placement of the children# Only the 
scores of ■readingl - vocabulary| and language were used 
in this study*
Ihs. Criteria £or Academic Achievement
Only the. grades of the teacher -in the special 
departments were used in this study* the grades of 
English and reading were tabulated according to 
fable VI*
f able VI
Sasstim * GsMa 3a. £sis£s
This table represents- the basis of grading the 
elementary children in the Waterloo Schools*
Grade A B € P bn*
Points of
Value b 3 2 1 0
Average grade - € or t
the. IMF programs were tabulated late the tom teen 
categories which were used to determine the preference 
or. the interest ot the. IMF viewers* (fable VII* Appm* 
d±x). fte director of programs for Station Kfefli&^fV 
classified the programs for tills study according to 
the criteria set tip by television program directors#
CmPfEE X?
ssAfisixott w m m B  
mm i
. the problem in this study was to determine whether 
differences exist in both (1) the amount of time spent 
viewing television programs end (a) the types of pro* 
grams viewed by a selected group of sixth grade chil­
dren from differing socio-economic classifications#
the calculations for this study were made for the 
socio-economic groups* 4 1 0  E* to determine the 
mean and range for the IQ’s, the types of programs* 
the time spent viewing the programs* the teachers * 
grades* and the standardised tests used in this study* 
The steps are explained as the need arises*
The criteria for the classification used to de­
termine socio-economic levels and the normal intelli­
gence will be found .in Appendix fables III .and IV*
the mean T-V viewing time was determined from the 
record of the time spent by the differing socio-economic 
groups for a ten-day period#
the mean of the teachers’ grades was determined 
by calculating the points for each grade of the differ­
ing socio-economic levels#
the mean of the standardised tests was determined 
for reading* comprehension* vocabulary* and language 
in grade placement*
fZm *tn fc»ul& for significance of difference 
between the m m §  was used to determine the significant 
difference between the socio-economic groups relative 
to bhstr IQfe* the number of programs viewed* the 
teachers* evaluation* to standardised tests* in 
example of the use of ntt formula will be found, in 
fable IXf Appendix*
The mean IQ of the differing so eio ~economic groups 
with the range of means for each group will be found in 
fable X*
file significance for time spent viewing was not 
calculated because the mean time was observed to be 
half of the number of programs*
fable X
tea IS £sc §mMxM$pmMsi Ssmm
This tattle represents the mean IQ for each economic 
group in this study and the range of the mean for each 
mean for each group*
Group A B C D B
Mean XQ IO8.33 106,33 10^,88 10^.86 10^.00
Range IQ 110*97 no-93 110*93 110*91 110*90
h i
Table XX 
Mean of Programs
fMg table represents the mean number of programs 
that were viewed in this stair by the various economic
groups.
iroups A B § B 1
m m  Programs -W*#6® M»«00 h*t*10 **7*80
It PimJ^nces of S g js m . "A" an& TS*
the significance of difference between the mean 
IQ of groups- *&* and "Bn was calculated. the eempu~ 
tation of *t# for these groups appears in the Appendix 
to- this report* A **t* .value of 1*91? was obtained which 
is below the value of 2.0M3 neoessary for significance 
at 5% level of confidence# This would then indicate 
that the observed difference in number of programs viewed 
by groups by **&.** and "I*1 could well 'have been an accident 
of sampling#
Exzmm laJassMm-im. fe» » % m asfi "i"
the significance of difference between the mean 
number of television programs viewed by group ’•A’* and 
group "E" was calculated (Appendix fable IV), A "t" 
value of .3631 was obtained; this is far below the value 
of 2.0WJ necessary for significance at the 5$ level of
©0nfidence. This would then indicate that the observed 
difference in the number of programs viewed by the groups 
"A11 and f,En could well have been an accident in sampling#
gffiggma SazAaftstipn ggaaea "S“ gag "I"
the significance of difference between the mean of 
television programs viewed by group nBn and group ,,Elt 
was calculated (Appendix fable I?)* A r,tn vain© of 
#5697 was obtained* ibis is far below the value of 
2.01? necessary for significance at the 5% level of con* 
fldence • this would indicate that the observed difference 
in number of programs viewed by group WA« and group “E** 
could well have been an accident of sampling # Table I? 
presents the mean program and mean time used for viewing# 
the mean difference in the programs for groups WB" and 
«B* is 3.80.
gaajj-M M m  £m Mmss, s M  ”1 °
The significance of difference between the mean 
reading grade placement of group 1Aw and WE° was deter­
mined* A value of 3*232^ was obtained. The value 
of f,t" necessary for significance at the 1}6 level with 
28 degrees of freedom is 2*763* The observed difference 
in mean reading grade placement between these two groups 
is too great to be an accident of sampling* Group r,A* 
is significantly higher on this area of the test* 
fable ¥ presents the mean values of each of the five
%3
economic groups on various tests# The mean difference 
between groups "A" and "E" on the reading test is seen 
to be 2.3*+7 grades of achievement,
fable XXI
Mm a£ Baaft&ax S&mxsMmi-m
this table presents the reading mean for tbs 
various economic groups used in this study,
groups A B C D E
Mean Beading 7#76 7.76 7.30 7*28 5,61
isaflfeg laalaaut.ioa sss. §Lmm "£* sM. "1"
the significance of difference between the mem 
grad© placement of group *C« and group was determined* 
A H* value wasobtained * fh© value of *tn necessary for 
significance at the level with 70 degrees of freedom 
is 3*20* the observed diff©reuse In mean reading grade 
placement on the Iowa Basic Skills test between these 
two groups is " too great to be an accident of sampling# 
iroup nm .is significantly higher on this'area of the 
test# fable ? presents the mean values of each of the 
five economic groups on the various tests* The mean 
difference between the groups #t0** and flBft is significantly 
higher on this area of the test* table ? presents the 
mean values of each of the five economic groups on tests*
fhs mean difference between group **G* and group nBn 
reading test is seen to be 1.69 grades in achievement.
and nEn
file significance of difference between the mean 
vocabulary grade placement of groups nAn and **!•* was 
determined# k "t” value of 3*37**5 was obtained* fhe 
value of rttM necessary for significance at the 1% level 
with 28 degrees of freedom is 2*763* the observed dif­
ference in mean-'vocabulary grade placement on the Iowa 
.Basic Bldlls test between these two groups is too great 
to be an accident of sampling* Group 1 A** is signifi­
cantly higher on this area of the test* fable XIII 
presents the mean values of five economic groups of 
the various tests* the mean difference between the 
groups *k* .and “I1* on the vocabulary test is seen to 
be 3*33 grades in achievement*
fable III!
of
this table presents the .vocabulary mean for the 
various socio-economic groups*
Groups A B € & 1
Bean Vocabulary 8*06 7*69 7*55 6.82 5*33
P ftgJgW &t Explanation“  Ttf»M a n ri *l®ft
file significance of difference between the mean 
vocabulary grade placement of groups "B* and *&** was 
determined* 4 "t1* value of 2.5^ 28 was obtained# The 
"t” value necessary for significance at the 5% level of 
freedom Is 2# 017* Hie observed difference in mean 
vocabulary is. too great to be an-accident of sampling* 
Group. #0* is significantly higher on this aread of 
the test* fable Mlt presents the mean values of each 
of the five socio-economic groups on various -tests* 
the mean difference between the groups T*B# and r,En on 
the vocabulary test Is seen to be 2*3b grades on 
achievement*
Vocabulary Grade Placement Explanation
£g£ s m m  "£" aa& "i1*
The significance of difference between the mean 
vocabulary grade placement of groups nQ** and MEW was 
calculated*: 4 « t" score of 1*0551 was obtained* this 
is not significant! therefore % it might, indicate the 
difference in. the number of programs viewed by .groups 
nCn and nEn could have been ■an accident of sampling*
Explanation' of -Mean of teachers* Heading 
dr ad© for Groups' **4^ ' ©£3^% ”
the significance of difference between the mean 
number of teachers1 reading grades in groups *Att and 
"E* was calculated* 4 *tt score of value h*yoVf was 
obtained* the value of *»t* at this level for
significance at the- 1$ level with 28 degrees of free* 
Gem is S#763« fte observed difference .In mean teachers1 
grades is too great to be an accident in sampling# nAn 
group is significantly higher on the area of the test# 
fable XIV presents the mean values of each of the five 
economic groups on the various tests# the mean differ**
emm between groups ■**&** and ^S1* is seen to be l«b6*
!
Sable XIV 
Ssss M  ■?£a&bs|’3l Reading O^ ade
this table represents the mean teachers* reading 
grades for groups#
Group A B O D E
Mean teachers1 3*06 2*83 2*61 2*33 1*60
Grade
fi£§iE
the significance of difference between the mean 
teachers1 reading grade for-groups *Bn and ^E*1 was deter* 
mined*- the value- of ht* necessary for significance at 
the 1$S level with **3 degrees of freedom is 2*691* the 
1 tw value .obtained was . 5*0265* the -observed difference 
in mean teachers1 reading between these two groups is 
far too great to be an accident of sampling* Group **1** 
is significantly higher on this area of the test* 
table XIV presents the mean values of each of the five
eeenomfe groups on the various tests# The mean differ­
ence he tween groups and «EW on teachers* reading
is seen to he 1*83 grade achievement#
the significance of difference between the mean 
teachers1 reading grad# of groups *C* and f,E« was de­
termined# the value of %*0^0 was obtained ♦ A 
value of «fc* necessary for significance at the 20 level 
with 70 degrees of freedom is 2*6M$* the observed dif­
ference in mean of these two groups is to# high to be 
an accident of sampling * Group **&** is significantly 
higher on this area of the test# fable XIV presents 
mean values of each of the five economic groups of 
various tests*
the- mean difference between groups "0" and *1® 
teachers* reading is seen to be 1*01#
JtfUisAa M  Msm SeM ss
for Groans ,fBtt and VS®
The significance of difference between the mean 
teachers* reading grade of groups r,Bw and WE** was de­
termined* A "t" value of 3*36*tO was obtained* the 
value of *fc* necessary for significance at the 1$ level 
with **3 degrees of freedom is 2*691* the observed 
difference in mean teacher1# grade is too great to be 
.an. accident, of sampling* Group *»$** is significantly
>+8
higher on this area of the test* fable XIV presents 
the mean values of each of the five economic groups 
©a various tests*
Explanation s£ & m  Ipgfes* SffieUgfo .totla 
s m  Ssshbs. % *  m &  "l"
fhe significance of difference between the mean 
teachers* English grate of groups nAw and B^*1 was de­
termined* a 5,t** value of 3* 3535 was obtained * She of 
^t*1 necessary for significance at 1$ level with 28 de­
grees of freedom is 2*?63* the observed difference in 
mean English grades between these two groups is too 
great to be an accident of sampling# Oroup m&* is 
significantly higher on this area of the test* 
fable XV presents the mean values of each socio-economic 
group*
fable xv
Msm M  iMsMira* la&yjS toJ£
Ibis ©hart.presents the mean teachers'English 
grade for socio-economic groups used in this study*
Oroup A B 0 D M
Mean Teachers' 2.80 2.56 2,51 2.53 1.53
English grade
English Grade
fhe significance of difference between the mean 
teachers1 English grade of groups "B" and ME" was de* 
terained* A "t" value 2.^531 was obtained* fhe value 
of "tn necessary for significance at %  level with *»3 
degrees of freedom is 2.017. fhe observed difference 
is too great to be an accident of sampling. Group "B" 
is significantly higher on this area of the test*
Explanation o£ Mean feachers* English Grade
' JEsa Sm s e s t B  t
The significance of difference between the mean 
teachers* English grade of groups and' *2* was 
calculated* 4 **%m score of 1*689^ was obtained» fhis
is too low to he significant at the 5% level of confi­
dence* this would indicate that the observed difference 
means of group s could have been an accident of sampling *
g^yAanatlon M  i M  Teachers* hjypi&MtM  Slli& 
for Irouns . **AW and WEW
fhe signficance of difference between the mean 
teachers* language grade for groups *Jk* and “B# was 
determined# 4 nt* value of 3*l?kh was obtained* The value
of f,tM necessary for significance at the %$ level with 28 
degrees of freedom is 2*763* fhe observed difference in 
mean teachers1 language of the two groups is too great, to
fee an accident -.of, sampling* Oroup W  is signMeantly
higher on this m m  of the test# fable MI presents the
mean values of teachers * language of all tb# socio-economic
g|»0UpS*
file mean difference between groups *V* and “E" on 
language gratae is seen, to fee«g#03 grate achievement*
lean of teachers1 - language grades ■
this table presents the mean of teacher *s language 
grate for groups 4. .1 O B I  used in this study*
Oroup 4 B C B E
Mean teachers1 7.8a 7*25 7.59 7*1© 5.79
language
Orade
lzelaaati=2a„££ BemJ-aMfegit* Ssagg
for Groups "B" an& “I*
fhe slgaifloaae© of difference between the mean of 
groups MBM -and **lw was calculated.* 4 *** value of 
1.0702 was obtained* fhis is below the value of 2*017 
necessary for significance, at the $% level of confi­
dence. 'flierefor#| it is not significant in this study* 
It would indicate that the observed difference between 
these groups could have been an accident of sampling*
EzBtoaa.Ugs.of Ifens IsssMes' k%mmga teSa 
&az Sm m  ”S“ aai " I’*
The significance of difference between mean of 
groups "C" and "B** was calculated. A "t" value of
X*hX82 was obtained* fhis is below the value of 1.99^  
necessary for significance at 5% level of conf idence * 
fhis would Indicate that the observed difference between 
groups ”CtT and could well have been an accident of 
sampling*
tSMtfTttYAI##ISm&i'V JwOwWct V JME&wWRfife jLJyAjBwCfciw^&S&
A W  TIKE PATTERKS
A. Interests
Use T-T programs were tabulated and the results 
obtained from a record of sixth .grade viewers who 
viewed television regularly.
An interest or habit pattern of differing: socle* 
economic groups was observed. Table IX represents 
the mean value of the various levels* the difference 
In range of mean programs was 3*70* This observation 
Indicates the lowest socio-economic group viewed the 
most programs in a ten-day period*
Mtexp&P, flcajft?m/m
fable XVII represents the televiewing interests 
of the viewers in various socio-economic groups* The 
programs are placed in order of preference*
fhe first place was the lowest socio-economic 
group., "B," which preferred variety, while all higher 
economic groups preferred drama programs.
The second placet - group "8" preferred drama, while 
all higher socio-economic groups preferred variety 
programs.
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Mtlr-4 Place, the highest level, group "A"
preferred comedy situation programs, while the lower 
socio-economic levels preferred quis programs *
For fourth j^ASAf a11 groups preferred western 
programs except group "B" which preferred comedy 
situation programs*.
For fifth dace* groups fl&** and "E” representing 
the extreme limits of socio-economic levels, preferred 
comedy programs* Groups nC« and “B" preferred comedy 
situation, while group "B* preferred western programs* 
For a&KMl bMSEi groups and *D» preferred 
detective programs, while each of the otter groups 
differed in preferences*
For seventh placet groups "B,*1 and ,,E,f pre­
ferred detective programs, while groups **£" and ”Dn 
preferred comedy programs*
For eighth place* the higher socio-economic groups 
preferred news programs, while group E^,*1 the lowest 
level, chose adventure programs♦
For ninth place T the higher socio-economic groups 
preferred adventure programs, while the lowest level, 
group "E,” chose children1 s programs*
For tenth place* the higher socio-economic groups 
preferred children1© programs, while the lowest level, 
group ”E,!f preferred news programs*
For eleventh place t the two highest groups and the 
two- lowest groups preferred sports, while the average
9*
preferred music programs.
For JfaglCtft St&Sfb the highest economic groups 
preferred education programs, the two lowest economic 
groups preferred music programs, and the average 
economic group preferred history*
Fes? Jiliiri§rn^ JBdttB&t the highest grmpu* "A« and 
,fBM preferred music., while the lowest groups, nPn and 
“I,11 preferred educational programs! group *0** preferred 
sports programs*
For fourteenth J&iSft* this level of preference 
indicates little interest in the programs* Group nA* 
results indicated Interest in history at fourteenth 
level preference! whereas, group "C" results indicated 
interest in education* fhe history interest is practi­
cally nil at this level of preference*
(fable XVII on following page)
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In order to find the interest of the viewers for 
the various types of programs viewed, the atea» score 
vas calculated for each of the fourteen general clas­
sified programs.
fable VII represents the calculated mean for each 
socio-economic group which viewed adventure programs.
Fran the results shown on this table, apparently 
the lowest group viewed the most adventure programs,
and the highest economic group viewed the next highest¥
nmfeer. fim XmeBt m t o  of yrogvm& was viewed fey 
groups **Brt and ft*© range of aseans varied frotn
which indicates a difference of 1*0 tfetNMO 
the means of each extreme limit#
fhe observation of this data might indicate 
Oroup wEn mean was 4S& more than the mean for the 
whole group| as calculated for adventure programs viewed*
MssafcBift infoamti
fable XVIII represents the mean, scores of socio- 
eeonomic groups that viewed adventure type of programs * 
Oroup "E" viewed the greatest number of adventure 
programs, fhe naan score was 2*50* fhe range of means 
varied from the highest, 2,50-1,**0 in group "E,» indi­
cating a difference in mean scores of 1.1. She mean 
score of group "E" was -*-.56 more than the mean score 
for all the groups.
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Sable XVIII
ti& Mxmsmtf. famsm Msm st 9m m .
Shis table represents the mean scores of the
adventure programs viewed
Mean for . 2.13
each group
Mean for 1*9V
whole group
difference *«19
in itaiig
by §r&mj>0#
B C D s
1*V© 1 * 8 0 2.50
1 *9** 1 .9** 1 .9V 1 .9V
*#i6 •-#!& *#*?&
Scama ^ feeaafiS
fhis table represents the mean score of individual 
groups and the moan score of the all the groups that 
viewed drama programs#
Group "E" mean score indicates the lowest socio­
economic group, which viewed drama programs the 
least (fable XXX) • fhe difference was group "B" mean 
score of 3**+7 less than the mean for all the groups# 
fhe range of mean scores varies from the 7.50 to 6*53, 
indicating a difference of #67 between the means.
(fable XXX on the following page)
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fable XIX
Isaas iU s s m  Mam
A B 0 P B
Mew 7*80 7*50 6*6? 7*30 6.53
A B C ®  B Mean 7*00 7*00 7.00 7.00 7*00
Difference ♦*20 ♦♦SO **35 +.30 -3.^ 7
SbU&tan!,?,. SEiSasjim
■ fable 3CJC represents the mean scores of each group
and the mean score of all the groups that viewed
children's programs*
the range of means score varied '.from 2*26 to .09,
indicating a difference of *17 (fable XX)#
Oroup ,fI*1 viewed children'1# programs the most,
and group *Un viewed them the least* fhe difference
between group tlw mean and the mean score for all the
groups was **73*
fable M,
Q&Mssals i&PMgm
A B C D  E
Mean 2.00 1.33 1.75 *09 2.26
A B O D E  Mean 1.53 1.53 1.53 1*53 1*53
Difference +A7 » • !U o ♦.22 **Mf ♦.73
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Programs
fable XXI represents the mean scores of children 
viewing comedy programs* fhe difference in range from 
the highest mean to the lowest mean was .90.
Oroup Vi*1 apparently viewed comedy programs the 
most* and group ,r€« viewed the least (fable XXI).
feme xx i
IwmM atm m  M m
a » o h i
Mean *►•51 3.90 3*63 3.73 3.86
A B O D E  Mean 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82
Difference +.71 *,©8 -*19 —.09 +,©**
SsflMte
fable XXII represents the mean scores of viewers 
of comedy situation programs* iroup S^,11 the lowest 
socio-economic group , viewed comedy situations the 
least, while group the highest socio-economic 
group| viewed these- programs the most.
fhe range between the mean scores of the viewers 
in this category was 1*0#
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Table XXII
£ama<lx ayfeaafefea flgagsag Msm
A. ' 1. C ©: E
Mean **>66 **>60 **.ll *t>66 3*66
A B O D E  Mean **,03 >*,03 **-.03 V.03 ^*03
Difference +*63 +.57 +.08 +.63 -.37
8&faa&Mlg Programs
fable Mill represents the mean score of viewers
in the various socio-economic groups who viewed de*- ' 
tective programs# Apparently, group *W* viewed the 
least, while all lower socio-economic groups viewed 
detective programs more than-the highest group*
fhe range of means for viewers in this category 
varied from 3*93 to 2*73, & difference of 1*20*
fatle x m x  
BntesMM imi m Mm
A B 0 0 E
Mean 2*73 3.63 3*71 3*93 3*30
4 1 0 ® ?  Mean 3*61 3*61 3*61 3*61 3*61
difference *#12 **02 +*10 +*32 **31
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IflaaaftfaB M m m m
fable 30C1? represents the mean ©core of viewer© 
in soeio^ ecofiomic group© who viewed educational pro** 
grams* Apparently, group W  viewed the most programs, 
while'group **b* viewed'the least programs in this 
category*
fhe difference in. the range of mean scores was 
varied from X*k& to *003, indicating a difference of 
l**tf7*
fable aOCX?
M m M m  Smmm tkm
Mean
A
l,*+6
B
1.10
C
.QW
D
*003
s
,093
A B O D E  Mean ,071 *071 .071 .071 .071
Difference +1*061 +1,029 -.023 —.068 +,022
fable II? represents tbe mean of tbe number of 
viewers of bistory and documentary programs arranged 
in soeie^ economie groups*. Oroup »D« viewed the most 
programs in this category* fbe mean score was 1*23 
which was higher than the mean for all groups*
1be difference in mean score of the viewers 
varied, from. JUOCM) in this category*
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lable XXV
jla tfflry  soft Im wisatffig. ixsmm Msm
A B C D 1
Mean 1*00 .0 .0M-8 1.23 *016
A B C D 1 Bean *07 *07 *07 .07 *07
Difference +.93 -*93 -*022 +1.16 -.05^
jfeaia m s m m a
Table XX?I represents the mean score of viewers
who viewed music programs* Oroup **&* represents the 
lower socio-economic group that viewed music the least* 
The mean score was #06*
fhe. difference in the range of scores between the 
highest mean and lowest for this category was 1*27, 
which varied from 1*33 to *06«
fable mmi
.miii smmm Jtmm
A B C D E
Mean 1*33 1*33 1*38 *06 ' 1*20
A S C I I  Mean 1*13 1*13 1*13 1.13 1.13
Difference- **ao +.20 +.25 -1.07 +*07
6*3
Bam Smgmm
Table XXVII represents the mean score of the 
viewers who viewed news programs, the range of mean 
scores baried from 3.75-2.73* Indicating a difference 
In means of 1.02.
Apparently, lower socio-economic groups view the 
news programs more than the higher socio-economic levels.
fable XXVII
Bam. Smsim Isas
A B C 3> E
Mean 2.73 3*63 3.75 3*93 3*33
A B C D E Mean 2*53 2.53 2.53 2.53 2.53
Difference -*-.20 +1.10 +1.22 +1.U0 +.80
2&z& i m m m
fable XXVIII represents the mean score of the 
viewers In various socio-economic groups who viewed 
gulp programs. Group °E,11 representing the lowest 
level* viewed this type of program fhe most, while 
group “A,* the highest socio-economic level* viewed 
quiz programs the least,
fhe difference between the be an scores was
2.h0.
fable XXVIII
Sais E a m m  Sss®
Mean
A
3.73
B
5.3©
©
5.58
D £
5*53 6 * 1 3
A B C I) E Me?m  $.31 5.31 5.31 5.31 5.31
Difference -1.58 — #©1 ♦.27 ♦*22 ♦.Sa
Baada fitmttem
fabls M M  represents the m m  score of viewers 
who viewed sports prograins* Group WA» viewed the 
greatest number of programs! while group nQ m viewed the 
least number* fhe m m  iifferenoe^was *1 *6 6 *
Group mh m mean score was *1 .63** higher than the-, 
mean for all the groups of socio-economic distribution* 
Group trQ n mean score was *#033 which indicated a 
difference less than the mean for all the groups*
f m s  M M
§smM Ssssxm tea,.
Mean
A B
1.73 1.30
C
.063
D
,07
B
l.Vo
A B O D E  Mean ,096 .096 .096 .096 ,096
Difference ♦1,63k. ♦1,20V -.033 —.026 ♦I.30V
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fable X3QC represents the mean score of the variety 
program viewers# Group "A” apparently views the least 
number of programs, while group **1:<# views the most pro­
grams in this category#
the. difference in range of means was +3***6.
fable X30C
Saslajs t e g »  M m
A .. B 0 £ i
Mean ><•*80 6*H0 5.38 7*33 8*26
A B C D E Mean 6.2>< o*a^ 6*2k 6*2** 6*2**
Difference . LIl +*16 —* 36 +1 *07 +2*02
W^aMm'imsrms.
fable M&Z represents the mean scores of viewers 
who viewed Western programs# Groups ftP* and nEf w which 
represent the lowest socio-economic groups, apparently 
viewed Western programs more than the higher socio- 
economic levels# fhe range of means varied in this 
category from suggesting a difference of 1*0#
Table XXXI
Mrafram t e e  E m  SsaB
A B C D X
Mean V.60 b„kQ 5.23 5.^ 3
A I C S S  Mean k,?6 b.76 b,76 b.?6 »f.76
Difference -.16 -.36 — 35 +,b7 +,6b
s* jtoams a£ Urn teaft Il&M&ag teaxama
fke amount of time spent viewing the programs by 
the children from differing socio-economic levels is 
represented in fable XXXII*
fable X K m  _
2S& tean lias. gjaaal 'ia .teax^Flaxtos
JSX Socio-eoonQmlc Qrouea
Oroap A B 0 & 1
Hours 22*30 aitdd 22*01 22*7? 23*90
the range calculated in hows is 1#90« Oroup *Bf* 
the lowest socio-e conomic level, viewed the most hows, 
while .group 11B,the higher socioeconomic level, viewed 
the least hours during the ten^day period*
m m m x  m b  Q m m m t m m
l a m
J-V History* foie vision history dates back to 
6O0 B. C* to the electrical attraction of objects* 
the important period of its development ms approxi­
mately 1900 when the electron theory was recognised* 
fhis theory apparently was the assimilation of experi­
ments relative to electricity* It was the merging of 
various experiments into a whole pattern— television * 
f-? ms introduced to the world in 1939 in Hew fork 
City by ECh through HBC* It is now recognised as a 
tool of communication* It is an art and a science 
which is still In a. developmental, process which is 
here to stay* Its Importance apparently depends on 
how it is used by televiewers* fhe effect It has on 
children apparently depends upon the individual re­
action of children to television.
Belated Besearch* fhe history of f-¥ research 
on children Indicates the following;
1* fhere is a difference in the average 
how# children spend televiewing#
2* fhere appears to be a difference of 
opinion about the effects of f-¥ on 
children*# school work*
3* fhe interest of televiewers is chang­
ing! which'could be caused by the 
lower socio-economic groups acquiring 
f-¥ rapidly#
mkm there appears to be a need for
more worth-while programs suitable 
to children1s interests*
Procedure for Study# 'fhe problem in this study 
was to determine whether differences exist both (1) in 
the amount of time spent slewing television programs 
and (2) the type of programs viewed t>y a selected group 
of sixth grade children from differing socio-economic 
classifications * . (
A selected group of normal sixth grade children 
distributed in socio-economic groups representing a 
cross section of society was used for this study for 
a ten-day "period* Sellable information was obtained 
to determine significance of difference between the 
differing socio-economic groups with reference tot 
(1) Programs viewed, (a) time spent viewing, (3) 
teachersf evaluation (English and reading grades),
(b) Objective tests results (reading, vocabulary, 
language)*'
findings* The observed results of this study 
indicate that there 1® no significance in the amount 
of time spent viewing television and the number of 
programs viewed by a selected group of normal sixth 
grade children in-.high and low socio-economic levels* 
there is a significant difference in the achievement 
between the differing socio-economic groups*
from the evidence collected in this study of 
television viewing habits of sixth grade children from 
differing socio-economic levels, the following conclu­
sions appear to be justified:
1* there was no significant difference 
'between any 'two socio-economic 
classifications in time spent view­
ing programs*
2* there was no significant difference 
between any two socio-economic classi­
fications on the number of programs 
viewed during the ten-day experimental 
period*
3* fhe observe# results suggest a tele­
viewing preference or interest pattern 
for the high and low socio-economic 
levels* .(These results revealed a dif­
ference in the Interest for types of 
programs viewed by the high and low 
socio-economic classifications in this 
study* The high economic level appeared 
more interested in drama, comedy situa­
tion, and comedy programs* The'low 
socio-economic level appeared more inter­
ested in variety| quis, Western, and 
detective programs* The observation 
made on the results of this study suggest 
'that' both the high and low socio-economic 
classifications were the least interested 
in. the following types' of programs: 
children1'®, sports, music, education- and 
history* these results might suggest that 
these types of programs' are not challeng­
ing the interests of sixth grade children*)
hs Significant differences were found between 
socio-economic groups in school achieve­
ment, as measured by both teachers1' 
evaluation and standardised tests*
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Table 11
it Copy of __________ ___ __
IS St.ti4X
So Social Studies Teachers s
1# Please inform the sixth grade children 
there will he a S*? study of what they 
view for a two-week period beginning 
Sunday, April 25, 195*+* and ending 
Thursday, May 6, 195*h  ;
"3» Instruct them to -get a T»¥ log' .from the 
Sunday UsMSlSSf jSSBs Sttfflflr an* bring
to school 'on 'Monday*' 'Ash them'to say# 
the margin on the paper when they cut 
it'out on which to write their names* 
they are to write their names on the 
bottom of-the log, with the last name 
first*
3* -On Monday, immediately after they come- 
to class, please permit them to draw 
a' line' under the program they viewed 
on Huaday from hm0 ‘p*m* until bedtime* 
then have them place a plus sign beside 
the program if It was their own choice 
of program*
On Tuesday, they will follow the same 
instructions for recording Monday* e 
televiewing* This same" plan' will ■ con* 
tinoe for Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and fhursday^s viewing for 
■two weeks*
5* On Friday the teacher ■ will please col* 
lect the logs they used for the week 
and remind the children to bring a:
T*¥ log to school on Monday for the 
second. weekVs record* Before collect** 
ing the logs, be sure to keep a record 
of the children who have their own T*¥ 
set in order that we can separate the 
logs of the f-*V owners from non*owners. 
This information may be acquired during 
the ten days without calling special 
attention to the fact* this might' save- 
repercussions later or embarrassment 
to the children*.
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6* After the logs are collected on Friday, 
the children1 s legs are to be arrange# 
according to the soeio^eeonomie classic 
float Ion | A B O D E .  n&n represents 
the highest level f f4lw represents the 
Invest level of socio-economic st&tns. 
four cooperation with your principal 
on this classification will he appre­
ciated.
7# Ho' further Instruction is .necessary* 
Xfyou wish-bo-'keep a'record'of class 
discussion* it would be appreciated*
Group A
Group B
Group C
Group B
Group E
. Table III
im MMMB&Mm-M i mzMMmmmM. 
i m i . M  § m i M M '
This group represents the highest per cent 
of the population failing .into the highest 
seeio^eeonomlo level in terms of income* 
the;'persons, to this group are generally 
successful administrators to ‘business, pro* 
fessionsi and are successful to private 
enterprise* they are found living to large 
homes having servants* quarters* They have 
two or more cars and live to the exclusive 
districts to the cities.*
this group represents twenty per cent of 
the population falling' into the upper 
socio-economic group above the average 
level*' This level generally consists of 
business managers* exeeutives* highly 
shilled people to vocational fields, and 
professional people* ' they generally have 
large homes or fine apartments! they own 
one or more cars#
this group represents forty per cent of 
the population* It has an average income * 
This level is to between the higher and 
lower levels* There is a variance of 
types of vocations and shilled workers 
on' this, level# 'They live to five* 'to 
six-room homes or apartments* They 
usually own their homes and one automobile *
This group represents twenty per cent of 
the population falling on. the level'Just 
below the average income level* Unskilled 
laborers'are found in' the classification* 
Their income is barely adequate to live*
This group represents ten. per cent of the 
population to'"the lowest socio-economic 
level* the income of this group is 
apparently .inadequate* ' These people 
either receive county assistance!'.help 
from relatives t or both. They live to 
poorly furnished'homes either as one 
family or live with another family to 
order to..share expenses'* ■
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Sable IV
IS  Jable
this table represents the distribution of 
Intelligence quotients of children age 5 - lW years.1
IQ 51-70 71-90 91-110 111-130 131-
Per 1# 18.V# 60# 19.6# 1#
Cent
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Table VII
This table represents lb general types of programs 
viewed in this study, with special programs, classified 
under each category.
1. Adventure
Adventure Tims 
Inner Sanctum 
Superman 
Captain Video
2. Children's
Sailin' Id McConnell 
Howdy Poody 
Playtime 
Time for Beany
3* Comedy
Comedy Hour 
Bed Buttons 
Red Skelton 
Milton Berle 
Jack Benny
Comedy Situation
Meet Millie 
life'with Father 
I Love Lucy 
Dennis Day 
Private Secretary
5. Detective
Badge 71^
Dragnet
Man Behind the Badge 
Dangerous Assignment 
Justice
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6* Oram
Studio Quo 
Theatre
Feature Theatre 
Half Hour Theatre 
The Web 
Tower Theatre®4'1m ■% 3* Jt4U
four Star Theatre 
i*»T theatre 
hat© theatre
7# Edneatiom3,
this is low life 
Ruth Ann's School
8* Historieal^Doeumentary
Xou are There 
Victory at Sea
f * itusie
Mheraee
Songs
$o Stafford 
Music Digest
iO# lew
lew Capsule 
Wm$ M m m M  
Imm feature 
lfews*Wather
Mew
ii • sports
Westlisig
Sports
Sports
fights
12* f&riety
toifrey and Friends 
toast of the town
Starr Sighted 
Youth fakes a Stand 
Lee and Pioneer s 
Big Story 
Bing Crosby 
See How 
Big Picture 
Low* of Life 
talent Scout 
Search for tomorrow 
this is lour Life
13# Western
Cowboy CMKan 
Bang#' liier 
Sens Autry 
■Ranch fend 
fe stern"'film 
Hopalong Cassidy 
WiM Bill lickok
lb. ljuis
Place the Face 
What's My Line 
Qui a Kida 
Strike ‘ it Rich 
Vv& dot a Secret
types of Programs arranged by Walter Mead, Program 
Director, lWWL«f?f Waterloo', Iowa
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fable Till
Ssaa SsxhbM  sM isssa
this table represents' the mean formula and the 
rani# used in. this study*
M » Mean 
■ » Sum of
X «. Each of the individual measurements 
H * Jtanher of measurements in the series
Range
f t  ss H**I* 
r « tte r ange
I # the highest measurement ..in the 
serle#:.'
I* » the lowest measurement in the 
series
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Table M
the formula used for empmrison of m e m  w m
the **tn formula for significance# Tim ample mt 
up .in till# tahle represents the one used In the 
e o w p m i m m  of the different means for this studr* 
The others differed onlr 4» the substitution of 
different groups#
cf|wF K g *-* }
t*,<& T %
r^rU .
t
%  * %
$A * %  » 8 % %
loe.ao-ioW.oo
t » 1.915
Group A Group E
MA « 103.20 
£Xa * 1623
%  tt lOWOQ
£xAa » 175,853 
%  * 15
m **i56o 
*  163006 
%  * 15
2»0Mi at $$ with 28 degree freedom
